2013 SLIS Doctoral Research Forum

October 12, 2013
9:00 am to 4:40 pm
E174 Wells Library

9:00-9:10       Coffee and pastries
9:10-9:20       Welcoming remarks, introduction of Caroline Haythornthwaite
9:20-10:20      Guest Speaker: Caroline Haythornthwaite

10:30-11:00     Peter A. Hook
                 “Longitudinal Study of the Syndetic Structure of the Course-Subject Canon of the Domain of Law (1931-2012): Using Networks to Visualize Thesauri”

11:00-11:30     Grant Leyton Simpson
                 “Mutual Shaping of Technical Capability and Aesthetic Values in the Early History of Digital Humanities”

11:30-12:00     Gary Arave
                 “Introduction to Metadata: A Prototype for Pedagogically Based Online Instruction”

12:00-1:00      Lunch

1:00-1:30       Elli E. Bourla
                 “Multi-Modal Communication on Tumblr: ‘I have so many feels!’”

1:30-2:00       Guo Zhang
                 “In-game marriage and computer-mediated collaboration: An exploratory study of Audition”

2:00-2:30       Bradford Demarest
                 “Modeling Epistemic Communities in Political Sub-Reddits”

2:30-2:40       Coffee Break

2:40-3:10       Madelyn R. Sanfilippo
                 “The Impact of Context on Perception of Trolling”

3:10-3:40       Muhammad Abdul-Mageed
                 “Social Media Mining with Natural Language Processing: Challenges & Initial Solutions”

3:40-4:10       Chun Guo
                 “App Life Cycle Characterization and Prediction”

4:10-4:40       Closing remarks and announcement of prizes